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The information below is summarised from the book ‘The New Leaders - Transforming the Art of Leadership 
into the Science of Results’ by Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis and Annie McKee. This book defines Emo-
tional Intelligence and Leadership styles in more detail and contains case studies and analysis of how and when 
the styles can be best used, also what happens if any one style is used too much.

What is Emotional Intelligence and how is it relevant to Leadership?

Daniel Goleman has written a series of books pulling together research from many sources that point to some 
important conclusions:

Emotional Intelligence is the ability to be aware of and manage our own emotions and to be aware of and help 
others to manage theirs.

Emotional intelligence is as significant in determining our success in life and in work as other forms of intelli-
gence.

Emotional intelligence is partly nature and also nurture and it can be trained and learned.

We are affected by others’ behaviour even though we may not believe it because our emotions are an ‘open 
loop’.
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Emotional Intelligence Competencies – which are you good at?

Self Others

Self Awareness
• Emotional Self-awareness

• Accurate Self-assessment

• Self Confidence

Social Awareness
• Empathy

• Organisational Awareness

• Service

Self Management
• Self Control

• Transparency

• Adaptability

• Achievement

• Initiative

• Optimism

Relationship Management
• Inspiration

• Influence

• Developing Others

• Change Catalyst

• Conflict Management

• Teamwork and Collaboration

Use styles appropriately according to the person’s need.

RESONANT STYLES – these create a good mood or ‘state’ in people

VISIONARY – most strongly positive BIG PICTURE GOALS

Effect on people -  Moves people towards shared dreams

Appropriate to use -  When changes require a new vision or when a clear direction is needed

COACHING – highly positive INDIVIDUAL FITS INTO GOALS

Effect on people -  Connects what a person wants with the organisation’s goals

Appropriate to use -  To help an employee to improve performance by building a long-term capability

DEMOCRATIC – positive CONSULTATIVE

Effect on people -  Values people’s input and gets commitment through participation

Appropriate to use -  To build buy-in or consensus or to get valuable input from employees

AFFILIATIVE – positive RECOGNISES INDIVIDUAL VALUES

Effect on people -  Creates harmony by connecting people to each other

Appropriate to use -  To heal rifts in a team , motivate during stressful times or strengthen connections
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DISSONANT STYLES – these often create a poor mood or ‘stressed state’ in people

PACE SETTING – often highly negative RESULTS ORIENTATED

Effect on people -  Meets challenging and exciting goals

N.B. Because too frequently poorly executed or not mixed with other styles often highly negative

Appropriate to use -  To get high quality results from a motivated and competent team

DIRECTIVE – highly negative JUST DO IT

Effect on people -  Soothes fears by giving clear direction in an emergency

N.B. Because so often misused or not mixed with other styles highly negative

Appropriate to use -  In a crisis, to kick start a turn around or with problem employee
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The purpose of the checklist is to help you:

• Assess which of these styles you use most frequently or prefer to use

• Understand when to use the most appropriate style

• Decide which style(s) you want to start using/ use more frequently/ improve

• Plan to use the specific behaviours for the relevant style and give yourself feedback.

To use the checklist:

• Read through the descriptions of each style.  Be honest with yourself – you are the only person 
who will see this information.

• ü the behaviours you use frequently and well

• X  the behaviours you do not use

• * the behaviours you want to start using or use more of.

• Decide when and with whom you are going to use the new behaviours and plan for that interac-
tion.  After the interaction, spend a few moments thinking what you did well and what you could 
do differently.

RESONANT STYLES– create energy and motivation, boost performance and build committed teams

VISIONARY – most strongly positive Big picture goals

Effect on people -  Moves people towards shared dreams, goals and values

Appropriate to use -  When changes require a new vision or when a clear direction is needed

Behaviours: ü X

Regularly articulates the vision for the future (big picture), the direction (where the group is go-
ing) and the value of change (why it is important)

Listens attentively, understands others’ perspectives and demonstrates empathy in order to make 
the vision personal and engage people, e.g. they understand where they fit in to the big picture 
and why it is important for them

Leaves people free to decide how they will get there, enabling freedom to innovate, experiment 
and take calculated risks

Believes in the vision, is open about own feelings, beliefs and actions, admits mistakes and shares 
information (integrity and honesty)

COACHING – highly positive Individual fits into goals

Effect on people -  Connects what a person wants with the organisation’s goals

Appropriate to use -  To help an employee to improve performance by building a long-term capability

Behaviours: ü X

Helps people identify their unique strengths and weaknesses and tie these to personal and career 
aspirations

Encourages people to establish long-term development goals and a plan for reaching those goals, 
and is explicit about where the leader’s responsibility lies and what the individual’s role will be

Delegates appropriately to give people assignments to stretch them rather than task simply to get 
the job done, and tolerates short-term failures and mistakes

Gives feedback to build confidence and motivation, focusing on what has been done well and what 
can be done differently to improve (speeds up the learning process)
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DEMOCRATIC – positive Consultative

Effect on people -  Values people’s input and gets commitment through participation

Appropriate to use -  To build buy-in or consensus or to get valuable input from employees

Behaviours: ü X

Seeks input from a wide range of people, particularly those affected by decisions to be made

Listens objectively to advice and ideas, e.g. for implementing the vision, problem solving, innovation

Is open to hearing bad news as well as good news and listens without blame or reprimand

Follows up by communicating decisions made, including tough ones and is honest about where 
input from people cannot be used

AFFILIATIVE – positive Recognises individual values

Effect on people -  Creates harmony by connecting people to one another, builds loyalty and           
 relationships
Appropriate to use -  To heal rifts in a team, motivate during stressful times or to strengthen 
 communication

Behaviours: ü X

Values people and pays attention to building long-term relationships rather than achieving short-
term goals

Recognises the value of individual contributions, strives to understand people’s motivation, values 
and feelings

Demonstrates empathy and offers emotional support during difficult or stressful times

Shares own motivation, feelings and aspirations

DISSONANT STYLES – create energy initially; if used consistently without the balancing resonant 
styles these styles demotivate people and cause anxiety, mistrust and conflict

PACE SETTING – if used too much, often highly negative Results orientated

Effect on people -  Meets challenging and exciting goals

Appropriate to use -  To get high quality results from a motivated and competent team

Behaviours: ü X

Sets challenging goals for self and others and constantly measures performance and results 

Drives self and others to exceed performance targets and demonstrate sustained effort 

Identifies poor performers and demands improvement; if performance does not improve takes 
action to resolve the issues

Focuses on getting the task done rather than building relationships

DIRECTIVE – if used too much, often highly negative Just do it

Effect on people -  Soothes fears by giving clear direction in an emergency

Appropriate to use -  In a crisis, to kick start a turn around or with problem employee

Behaviours: ü X

Gives commands, orders or instructions without explaining the reasons behind the

Takes frequent initiatives, often without consulting others’ opinions

Maintains tight control over situations and monitors activities closely

Focuses on getting the task done rather than building relationships


